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SKY TV Consolidates its Team 
Collaboration on Creative 
Assets With Gain

50%

Number of posts SKY 
TV creates across 

their channels each 
month using Gain

Time saved on 
content approvals

About SKY TV

The Challenge: Collaborating on Media-Heavy 
Content

SKY TV, New Zealand’s leading pay television company, has broadcasted 
more than 100 channels of top quality entertainment to New Zealanders 
for the past two decades. SKY TV oers a variety of popular entertainment 
options, including television series, movies, and sports tournaments. The 
company also provides a broad range of products to suit the on-demand 
viewing needs of their 800,000+ customers every day.

SKY TV frequently shares creative media with their audiences. Before 
Gain, the SKY TV team primarily sent emails with creative assets attached 
to colleagues and clients for feedback and approvals. However, the more 
their approval workflows expanded to include additional collaborators, 
the more draining it became to use email. The media files being shared 
as email attachments, and the feedback on these creative assets, would 
easily get lost in email chains. SKY TV needed a platform that catered to 
bigger teams that frequently share a variety of media.

The Solution: Gain
“Gain helped us become more ecient with our social activity.” 

With Gain, SKY TV was able to eliminate the painstaking process of 
sending around creative media assets as email attachments. The 
company was able to consolidate their review and feedback process by 
collaborating on media files using Gain’s customizable channels and 
workflows. SKY TV also upgraded the presentation of the media they 
share on social media – such as Facebook multi-image posts and videos 
– by first creating high-quality previews of their content on Gain.

Why SKY TV Chose Gain

“I think the main benefit of using Gain is having your assets consolidated 
in one place. Being able to track revisions and changes in one place is 
extremely helpful in a busy agency environment.”

- Luke Thompson, Fan Pass Marketing Manager at SKY TV New Zealand
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